
The petition includes crucial steps desperately needed to protect democracy and free speech while ensuring transparency 
and accountability. Please note that if/when a general meeting of members is triggered by the petition, each OMA member 
will have an opportunity to vote separately on each one of these resolutions: 
 

1. This motion will allow for a fully independent forensic review of the OMA to be undertaken by a retired judge: all efforts 
to bring about full financial transparency through the OMA council have been blocked by the OMA and the OMA has refused requests from 
membership to undergo a fully independent forensic review. In the recent survey of Ontario doctors, 95% had indicated that want full 
financial transparency from the OMA and 88% had indicated they want a fully independent forensic review of the OMA. The current non-
forensic review being undertaken by the OMA is only an operational review with feedback only from its own staff, management and 
leadership. It is a repeat of the non-forensic optics exercise OMA had undertaken in November 2016. OMA set its own mandate without 
any input from council or membership, and is overseeing the review itself with no input from council or membership. OMA’s operational 
review is missing key components: it is NOT an independent forensic review with fully independent oversight and it is NOT an independent 
forensic audit of its finances.  

 

2. This motion will stop the collection of OMA dues from those doctors who no longer wish to be OMA members: the 
Ontario government had passed the OMA Dues Act in 1991 mandating that Ontario's doctors pay the OMA mandatory membership dues 
for OMA to be our legal negotiating body. OMA is the ON LY medical association in Canada with fully mandatory membership dues and no 
choice of representation. Now less than 8 percent of our $54Million/year in mandatory dues actually go towards negotiations (less so in 
years when we are not in active negotiations). The majority of doctors’ dues now fund OMA's ever-growing bureaucracy, including its 
nearly 300 staff. This motion essentially de-Rands the OMA (makes membership dues voluntary) without relying on the government to 
repeal the OMA Dues Act. In two recent membership surveys (one by the OMA itself), more than two-thirds of Ontario’s doctors indicated 
they wanted voluntary dues. Voluntary dues will bring lasting change to the OMA by finally introducing a means of accountability to OMA's 
membership. 
 

3. This motion will protect doctors’ free speech by stopping all plans by the OMA to create and/or implement a Code of 
Conduct Policy for its members: OMA plans to soon strip physicians of their free speech with a draconian Code of Conduct Policy 
which would allow the OMA to police, investigate and discipline the words and actions of its members through its CEO’s office under a veil 
of secrecy. No other provincial or territorial medication association in Canada has a Code of Conduct Policy for its members. Such a policy 
would violate doctors' freedom of speech and freedom of expression, both of which are the very foundation of democracy and enable us to 
exercise all of our other rights and liberties. 

 

4. This motion will create an open nomination and election of the OMA President and President-Elect by all OMA 
members: despite being a mandatory organization, OMA's membership is not able to vote for their own President or President-Elect. This 
motion would allow for restoration of democracy and allow for OMA members to finally vote for their own President and President-Elect 
through an open nomination and election process. In a recent survey of Ontario’s doctors, 91% had indicated they want to be able to elect 
their own President and President-Elect and 82% want this to be an open nomination and election process. 
 

5. This motion will create an open nomination and election of all OMA Board Directors by all OMA members: previously 
any OMA member was able to be nominated and run for election to be an OMA Board Director. In November 2017, without any 
consultation with its membership, OMA made sweeping undemocratic by-law changes: now only the OMA Board and CEO can nominate 
or appoint OMA Board Directors. This motion would allow for restoration of democracy through an open nomination and election process. 

 

6. This motion will make OMA transparently report to membership annually all individual payments made to all its 
physician leaders: although OMA members pay $54Million/year in mandatory, government-legislated dues to the OMA, there is a 
profound lack of financial transparency on who these million in dues are paid to. Measures at OMA council to bring about financial 
transparency were blocked by OMA. This motion affords members their right: to know how their own dues are being spent and thereby 
bringing a measure of accountability from the OMA. 

 

7. This motion will make all passed council motions introduced by elected OMA members to be binding on the OMA 
Board: OMA made sweeping, undemocratic by-law changes in November 2017 without any consultation with its membership. OMA 
council and members have essentially been stripped of any real voice they had in the organization. Previously OMA council was able to 
vote for at least half of the physicians serving on the various OMA Committees; now recent OMA's by-law changes put all that power solely 
in the hands of the OMA Board and CEO. Currently, all passed council motions brought forth by elected OMA council members are only 
advisory to the Board and hence, OMA is easily able to ignore the will of council, and in turn the will of membership. This motion would 
allow for all passed council motions brought forth by elected council members to be binding on the OMA Board, thereby bringing 
democratic representation and process to OMA council.  

 



Why Urgent Action Is Needed 

• OMA has failed in defending the interests of Ontario's doctors and patients: 

 

o Ontario's doctors will soon be into our 5th year without a contract. This is unprecedented in the history of Canada's 

healthcare. During these five years, physicians have paid OMA approximately $270 Million in mandatory dues only to be 

subjected to $4 Billion in unilateral cuts by the Ontario government since 2015 while losing our basic rights and 

freedoms. These unilateral cuts are still ongoing and have led to rationing of essential patient care: clinic closures, 

approximately one million patients without a family doctor, unprecedented emergency room code gridlocks, closure of 

operating rooms, cancellation of essential surgeries and some specialist wait times skyrocketing to more than three years. 

 

o OMA has been passive in defending doctors and patients against detrimental government legislation over the past two 

years:  

 
▪ Bill 41 (passed December 2016): loss of physicians' autonomy and patients' privacy; expansion of healthcare 

bureaucracy 
 

▪ Bill 84 (passed May 2017): loss of physicians' conscience rights 
 

▪ Bill 87 (passed May 2017): loss of physicians' privacy, autonomy and right to due process 
 

▪ Bill 160 (passed December 2017): loss of physicians' privacy and autonomy; expansion of healthcare 
bureaucracy; creation of a clone of the disgraced Medical Review Committee through the Ministry of Health 
(designed to clawback doctors' billings on the basis of extrapolation - its previous iteration created under the 
CPSO in the 1990s was disbanded in 2004 following a tragic physician suicide prompting a judicial 
review conducted by former Supreme Court of Canada Justice Peter Cory) 

 
▪ Unfair federal taxation changes and non-gradual increases in provincial small business operating costs 

 

• OMA endorsed and ratified a binding arbitration agreement in June 2017 that stripped physicians of their right to engage in any and 
all job action and strike action forever...for items not even being arbitrated on; such a blanket clause does not exist for any other 
provincial/territorial medical association's binding arbitration agreement in Canada. OMA had also removed a safety clause in the 
agreement whereby the entire agreement is not nullified if the government decides to unilaterally void one part of the agreement: for 
example, a government can choose to legislate away the binding arbitration portion of the agreement but retain the no strike action 
and no job action clauses.  
 

• OMA has intimidated and bullied its own members, even reporting several dozen to the CPSO merely for expressing a differing 
opinion 
 

• OMA censors communications 
 

• OMA drafted a draconian Code of Conduct Policy, without any prior consultation with membership, to strip physicians of their free 
speech and create a kangaroo court within the OMA to police, investigate and discipline its own members 
 

• OMA passed sweeping undemocratic by-law changes essentially stripping council and membership of any real voice in the 
organization in November 2017, without any consultation with membership 
 

• OMA has blocked motions that bring democratic representation/reform and financial transparency from being submitted or read at 
council; OMA ignores passed council motions 
 

• OMA is the only medical association in Canada with fully Randed (mandatory) dues because of the OMA Dues Act passed in 1991 
for the sole purpose of being physicians' negotiating body. Now less than 8% of membership dues are actually spent on 
negotiations; the rest of our $54 Million/year in mandatory dues fund OMA's self-serving and growing bureaucracy (approximately 
300 staff with full benefits, perks and pensions in pent-house offices on prime Bloor Street real estate). Despite the majority of 
membership wanting voluntary dues, OMA refuses to allow a membership referendum 
 

• Membership distrust in the OMA is at a historic high but OMA refuses to comply with a fully independent forensic review to rebuild 
trust and allow for transparency and accountability 


